
  

   
Abstract—Analysis within a firm’s break-even point and 

economics equilibrium, BEEE with both fundamental and 
technical methods offers insights into irrational values that are 
yet to unfold. This valuable approach adds assurance into 
probability aspects of decision analysis under uncertainly when 
risk weighs further into estimating bids for mega projects to 
meet minimum required ROE, to enter or exit an investment, or 
evaluate worthiness in maintaining or diversify from an 
oligopoly position. Using an equation to back flush Canton 
Fair’s empirical proved the element of reliability of dependency 
on technical analysis when decisions has need for irrationalities. 
 

Index Terms—Break even, economics equilibrium, fibonacci, 
elasticity. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper aims to demonstrate the distance within BEEE 

[1] which is between the theoretic break-even point BE and 
the economics equilibrium EE, represent an elastic factor that 
with further technical analysis can complementarily confirm 
most extent of fundamental analysis in decision analysis for 
price prediction. BEEE elastic factor Eyx in Fig 1 
ascertainable by fundamental can be made further reliable 
with technical analysis. While a company’s BE is 
deterministic, EE varies according to pitting one’s desired 
ROE against business intelligence of competitors’ target 
prices, which if they are more effective in attracting the 
market reduces the probability of the company’s required 
ROE because Eyx  is subject to hidden values’ manipulation 
according to twelve quantum games [2]. Three scenarios 
below demonstrate minimum acceptable ROE, exit price 
indication of an asset class, and price that are likely to hold in 
an oligopoly.   
 

II. BIDDING TENDER 
Bidding for a mega project, pricing a new product line or 

product revision, begins the logic from estimating the 
independent working capital required and the desired ROE. 
That determination process builds from a budgeting process 
from a hypothetical quantity; finite if responding to a call for 
tender and estimated quantity if to revise a product model or 
to produce a new product model. Follow through into cash 
flow to estimate cash position by the end of the period. 
Thereafter in income statement determine the BE quantity 
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and EBIT. Adjust cash and borrowings positions to obtain the 
desired ROE.  

In scenarios where supply known quantity to a tender, 
competitors’ bids are unknown, assume own pari passu price 
as the BE centric benchmark at x1 and one’s bid inside the 
circumference of y4b y5. Expect competitors’ pari passu bids 
within the circumference. As intelligence, infer bids from 
previous tenders to estimate bidders desired ROI for inputs to 
estimate current bidders pricing. Intelligence gathering can 
be advanced form using own 8M costs of processes in market, 
money, manpower, material, methods, measurement, 
machine and maintenance as benchmarks to enhance 
estimation of other bidders’ 8M costs [3]. With the equation 
developed in Fig.1, the three steps below attempt to explain 
how to apply Eyx relationship within BEEE when a firm’s 
pari passu its price against competition using benchmark 
points such as Fibonacci counts [4] and Pareto’s distribution 
points [5] [6] between y5 and y4. 

A.  Step-1 account for variance   
Account for the variance between previous tender awards 

against its all bids including its own.  This will require some 
asking around after previous bids were awarded as failed 
pricing may be directly or indirectly be established. 

B. Step-2 Plot bids 
Plot previous bids of individual tender within the EE 

circumference of y5 and y4b   of previous tender. Pari passu, 
from those points, each bidder’s desired EBIT may be 
estimated within a band of BE centric on the company’s own 
BE. Given a collective EBIT estimates, an Eyx analysis is 
possible and for effective benchmarking. Note that the 
selective Fibonacci number 0.618 is pari passu within the 
highest and lowest bids to establish the circumference 

C. Step-3 Infer benchmark 
Infer from the benchmark above in several past tenders to 

improve estimation of current working capital and EBIT 
expectations. 

Though on pari passu basis, errors in estimating bidders’ 
price may be derived from different treatment in applying 
charge-out rate by individual bidders even if all bidders stay 
on zero-sum non-absorption basis. The reality in variance 
between own and competing bids can be expected from 
impute values arising from transfer costs practices as that  
destabilizes estimating costs behavior between fixed and 
variable x2 due to competitive pressure to lower x2.  
Theoretically the order winner would be the lowest bid that 
also score in other factors e.g. tract record of on-time project 
completion. In market inefficiency of bidders pricing 
profiles, , Eyx can diagram price estimation scatters of all 
bidders to assist a company to articulate one’s bid according 
to degree of wanting the project. The information becomes 
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distorted when bidders with a lower y1 reduces it’s BE 
outside x1 radius and therefore below y5 and y4b 

circumference when bidders practice non-theoretical impute 
costs from subsidies. Such distortions are to be noted but not 
included in building the database with above three processes 

 
Fig. 1.Eyx  concept map [7] 

 
Fig. 2.Expansion of  Eyx concept map [8] 

Table 1 compares 4 firms’ predictive ability of support and 
resistance to secure a mega project. The measure of 
predictive ability is based on their Eyx after reaching 
minimum support from their shareholders’ required return on 
equity ROE resistance from the weight average cost of 
capital to bid for the project. If each bid’s Eyx is better able to 
predict manipulative behavior, the propensity relationship 
among the 4 contenders would increase their statistical 
significance. Table 1 has randomized values of WACC, ROE 
and share price of 4 final contending bidders’ financial 
statements that are adjusted and regrouped into normalized 
ratios to compare their competing financial position for a 
mega project by clustering their WACCs within x1 
circumference and their corresponding ROEs around x2 
circumference with their y axis relative only to individual 
share value.   

WACC normalizes cost of debt and cost of equity of 4 final 
contenders from the same industry class for the same mega 
project draws investment from the same industry debt 
structure and same equity investor pool. By the same table, 
BIDDER #4 has a higher chance to win the tender award due 
to a higher elastic propensity of 44.7% intensity to secure the 
mega project and shareholders’ willingness to accept a lower 
pari passu required return of equity RROE, upon lower 
WACC variances among the contenders.  In this scenario the 

sooner x1 breaks even, the propensity of profit elasticity  
increases can stress the other contenders’ in x2 to reassess the 
viability of their bids and opportunity cost when their 
required ROE < ROE 

The limitation of this estimation method subjects the array 
of completed information  to remain imperfect because the 
reality of mega competition is non-zero sum when the payoff 
from RROE can be manipulatively determined by hidden 
elements of missing values in impute costs and WACC 
mobilization capacity. Because fund is denominate from the 
same pool of net cash flow, a reduction in ROE in one 
contender is more likely to be at gain of another contender. 
Insightful intelligence process to build up irrational metrics 
can remove undermining risk reward diversification elements 
in non-zero sum mega project bid value forecast estimation. 

TABLE I:THEORETICAL PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF SUPPORT AND 
RESISTANCE LEVEL OF FOUR CONTENDERS FOR A MEGA PROJECT 

 
BIDDERS 1 2 3 4 

a WACC % 7.8 7.3 7.3 7.3
b ROE % 12.2 12.7 13.6 14.2
c min. acceptable RROE % 11.6 12.1 12.8 13.2
d RROE elasticity % -5.6 -5.4 -6.4 -7.5
e Current share price 15.00 9.00 10.00 11.00

f
Min. ROE 
(share price) 12.81 7.92 8.70 9.42

g Share Price elasticity % -17.1 -13.6 -14.9 -16.8

h
Relative % $ less for 
each % ROE less 32.5 39.4 42.9 44.7
% Bidder 1  vs. 2, 3 & 4 NA 6.9 10.4 12.2
% Bidder 2  vs. 1, 3 & 4 -6.9 NA 3.5 5.3
% Bidder 3  vs. 1, 2 & 4 -10.4 -3.5 NA 1.8
% Bidder 4  vs. 1, 2 & 3 -12.2 -5.3 -1.8 NA
where: 
c = [ (b-a) * (f/e) ] + a 
d = (c-b)/c 
g = (f-e)/f 
h =  d/g 

 

III. INTERNATIONAL  TRADE 
Superimposing Eyx in Fig. 2 onto Canton Fair 

performance behavior in Fig. 3 points to turnover peaking in 
2008 and has since reduced 24%. Technically speaking an 
economics cycle that has gone parabolic high will need to 
correct. Can technical analaysis adds perspective to analysis? 
Is this a pull back or the beginning of a major correction in 
Canton Fair?   

 
Fig. 3. Graphical Canton Fair Statistics by Business Turnover in US$b [9] 
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TABLE II :CANTON FAIR BUSINESS TURNOVER [10] 

Year Business Turnover 
(Million USD) 

Business 
Turnover 
for Whole 

Year 
(Million 

USD) 

%more 
(less) 

than Last 
Year 

Spring 
Session 

Autumn 
Session 

2011 36,860    
2010 34,300    
2009 26,230 30,470 56,700 -18.7% 

2008 38,230 31,550 69,780 -5.5 

2007 36,390 37,450 73,840 11.4 
2006 32,220 34,060 66,280 13 
2005 29,230 29,430 58,660 13.4 
2004 24,510 27,200 51,710 107.5 

2003 4, 420 20,490 24,910 -29.4 

2002 16,850 18,470 35,320 21.2 
1957 18 69 87 1 

A. Technical proof 
F n    =   F n-1 +   F n-2        (1) 

F n-2   =   F n   -  F n-1       (2) 

where  F 0 = 0,  F 1 = 1 

 Yn-1 = Y0 + (F n-1 /m)      (3) 

where   Y0 = 2008.41, F 0 = 0,  F 1 = -1,   

Y = point in time,   m =12months in a year 

TABLE III:PROOF OF FIBONACCI PREDICTION WITH  
BACK FLUSHED SEQUENCE FROM MAY 2008 TO 

DEMONSTRATE SIGNIFICANT SESSIONS 

Yn-1 = 
Point in 

time 

F n  = 
Fibonacci 

months 
sequence 

significance & 
interpretation 

2008.4 0 top 

w
av

e 
3 

ex
te

nd
 

2008.3 -1 

Advance 

2008.3 -1 

2008.3 -2 

2008.2 -3 

2008.0 -5 

2007.8 -8 

2007.3 -13 
2006.7 -21 
2005.6 -34 Impulse 

2003.8 -55 
Acute correction 

from SARS 
catastrophe 

wave 
2 

2001.0 -89 

Advance 

w
av

e 
1 1996.4 -144 

1989.0 -233 
1977.0 -377 
1957.6 -610 Inauguration 

To evaluate the reliability of using Fibonacci and golden 
ratios [11], an equation (3) below modified from (1) assumes 
a back flush process from the peak value peak value 38,230 
as start time Y0 and its corresponding date May 2008 is 
2008.41 By flushing back Fibonacci sequence in Table 3, the 

equation in (3) modified from (1) agreed with the significant 
exact termination in the year 1957.6 which was the fair’s 
inaugural session. Equation (3) accuracy of verifying 
Fibonacci count confirmed wave 1 begun exactly in the year 
1957 May/June period, went into a short violent wave 2 
caused by the deadly flu epidemic ,  begun wave 3 with an 
impulse and peaked in May 2008. By Fibonacci sequence, 
two directional performance are probable for the fair; either 
an ascend continuation or pivot into a long term wave 4 
correction from an exhausted overheated economy. A general 
economy scan lends support to the latter as concurred by the 
fair’s subsequent turnover and concurred the begun of 
corrective wave 4. Equation (1) worked for this analysis 
instead of the negafibonacci equation (2) [12].   

Another confirmation of the back flush Fibonacci equation 
(2) is to cross referencing values in Table 3 with those in 
Table 4 which uses golden ratio [13] to generate hypothetical 
turnover from the low of Wave 2 to produce result that agree 
with empirical business turnover values in Table 2. The 
resultant of the proof is extended to appointing Fibonacci 
points for Fig 3 in Table 5.The confluence values in Table 2 
to Table 5 then should insight a technical suggestion that the 
canton fair is currently performing a wave 4 correction. 
When time is up, price will reverse [14], and then by Elliot 
wave rule, wave 4 may equate the wave 3’s full run of 5 years 
till May 2013. 

TABLE IV:GOLDEN RATIO BACK TEST FOR HYPOTHETICAL 
TURNOVER FROM ACTUAL LOW AT 4420 

Golden 
ratio 

Hypothetical 
Turnover 

Canton Fair 
session 

Indication 

2.6182 36,786 May  2011 est., 
May  2008 est. double top 

1.6182 22,736 Oct 2004 est. Impulse wave 3

1.0000 4,420 May 2003 Wave 2 bottom

18,470 Oct 2002 Wave 1 high 

 
TABLE V:GOLDEN RATIO BACK TEST FOR POINTS IN 

FIGURE ___ FROM ACTUAL IN MAY 2008 

 

Golden 
ratio 

Actual 
Turnover 

Estimate 
year 

happened 
Points  in 

Fig. 3 

1.0000 38,230 2008 y5 

0.6182 23,634 2004 y3 

0.5000 19,115 2003 y2 

0.3818 14,596 2000 y1 

0.2100 8,028 1992   

0.1300 4,970 1988   

0.0800 3,058 1985 y0 

B. Fundamental Analysis Perspective 
Reduced turnover in 2008 after providing for global 

downturn of 2008 to 2009 implied that “made-in-China” has 
gotten expensive and this augment well for the departure of 
the first US$15b of Canton fair turnover. Higher cost of 
production delivery and being nearer to buyers’ markets are 
likely reasons for that correction that can only expedite when 
the Yuan appreciates further. Prior 2008 every other foreign 
company had tried to jump onto the bandwagon to relocate in 
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China despite the rising cost of doing business. Despite a 
fiscal spending of $600b in Nov. 2008 to stabilize social 
order with infrastructure building to compensate export fall 
and at the same time cheaper major currencies allowed China 
to gain on both ends on asset acquisitions to expand its 
infrastructure [15].  Given China’s increased outbound FDI 
from both major industries in banking, energy exploration, 
engineering and manufacturing, its SME followed the lead to 
venture abroad for competitive access to market [16]. 
China’s outbound FDI increased from 2008 seems to have 
begun benefitting few. A main assumption that China 
companies will venture abroad is to be expected. The reasons 
for these outbound FDI can be expected to be quite similar to 
inbound FDI when the Yuan and labor cost were both cheap. 
The secondary assumption of this main assumption identifies 
the electrical and automotive as two important SME sectors 
[17]; more China companies venturing into preferred 
countries that have near corresponding manufacturing 
efficiency with their Chinese bases. The significance of this 
assumption is due to much improved Chinese global 
branding of electrical.  Chinese automotive companies have 
franchised assembly and distribution off-shore, much the 
same reason that many labels had relocated to China in the 
eighties. Other light industries that rely on soft commodities 
and their by-products may follow new economics 
opportunities are becoming available from China’s costal 
rich provinces that are considering relocating to outside 
China and to inner provinces. Should Fibonacci counts be 
seriously considered, regions with ready human resources to 
receive some of Canton Fair fallouts have the potential to see 
their GDP increase.  

In the scenario of an open market of common commodities 
with estimated demand, the market size is very much larger 
than the above tender scenario which means many order 
winners and also many sellers. The selling price x2 can come 
under pressure when corporate procurement squeeze margin. 
Some manufacturers may pressure their distributors through 
incentive stock option wherein upon progressively achieving 
certain quota, distributors are awarded scaled down prices for 
a certain tier of purchases.  Under this situation, distributors 
would push hard to sell at negligible profit to reach   x1 
especially nearing to seasonal demand periods to meet 
demand quota, missing that would reduce qualifying for 
scaled down purchase price. Once quota is achieved, profit 
differential may offset earlier profit forgone from marked 
down sales. Distributors unable to qualify for incentive stock 
may have to raise working capital to purchase deficient stock 
level to meet the quota. In this scenario, parameters in the 
same three processes of section III may be altered for EBIT 
estimation.    

C. Unison between fundamental and technical analysis 
International monies and Canton Fair performance 

correspondingly affect each other due to international trade 
settlement in major currencies as explained along a positive 
trajectory in the Canton Fair case that holds true the inverse 
in using Fibonacci counts to guide risk reward ratio in 
reentering money futures. That China reported trade deficits 
for 1Q11 concur with trend in Figure 2 and the increased hot 
money influx may be sign of unconsummated orders issued 
at Canton Fair. Diversification for risk transference is to be 
expected to lead price reduction.  
 

IV. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS ONTO COMMODITIES 
Collective reserve monies; US$, Euro, Gold and to some 

extend CNY due to direct swaps arrangement with China for 
translation risk avoidance on the back of the undervalue CNY. 
While Kitco [18] offers a huge collection of analysis from 
authoritative writers of precious metal, crude and 
international monies, this paper by superimposing Eyx  factor 
in Fig 4 suggest a parallel to technical analysis of Fibonacci 
counts. When x1 is assume to be the deterministic entrance 
point into an asset class and x2 the theoretic exit point of each 
cycle, using Fibonacci count, one can develop buy and hold 
strategies while watching how the theoretic exit point unfold, 
on a positive trajectory from the estimate of x1 being the 
bottom of the last cycle. Appling Elliot waves [19] to 
international monies as well as after the trajectory will show 
the downtrend instead of a pull back from the current cycle. 
Superimposing Eyx equation onto international monies class 
can correspondingly indicate increased unsystematic 
risk-premium within the y4b y5 circumference in preparation 
for exiting that asset class assuming that wave counts are 
correct.   

Using Fibonacci 34 month’s counts from October 
2008with differently point clustered near the centric point x1 
in Fig 2 at US$681 suggest that recent double top in spot gold 
base at US$1910, tops in August 2011. There are two 
probable directions from US$1910; a new parabolic rise for 
the next 21 months using Fibonacci count 55-34, or a pivot 
into a multi month correction. The recent drop of US$208 in 
3 days from a 8 weeks ascend from US$1480 meets the 50% 
Fibonacci level adds to the probability of a correction in 
addition to the forming of a double top. DMI stochastic 
usually signify a direct relationship of exit price from 
demand for risk diversification. When irrational numbers by 
technical analysis contradicts events that drive up an asset 
price, a wait period for additional sign like a triple top can 
confirm if the direction will be a prolonged uptrend reversal 
because every point of entry equates exits until the number of 
investors perceiving risk shift their hedging needs to a 
different asset class. 
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Fig. 4.Spot Gold price performance [20] 

 

V. OLIGOPOLY  
In an oligopoly industry of consumer products, product 

sourcing and costing is intensively competitive even when 
investment outlays are huge in consumer markets otherwise 
uncontrollable opportunities for replica markets can be 
created. In cases of fashion electronics, the cycle time of 
competitive models shorten with more frequent new models 
sold on-line as more available software swings consumer 
preferences. Unless continuous market surveys track 
consumer preferences or dissatisfaction, a model’s market 
share risks dilution. A brand is much dependent on knowing 
its EE price to gauge the best possible future market size and 
revisions that has to improve rapidly onto existing model. 
Due to huge investment outlay and volatile demand, 
sustainable brands, unsystematic beta can fast effect price 
mark downs causing volatility in managing a manufacturer 
Eyx factor.  Hence the reality of scaling down production cost 
with scaled up production for the competitive consumer 
market can be supported when consumers can exit their 
existing asset into secondary markets which may be the 
connection with China Telecom’s bilateral projects with 
populace countries such as Indonesia, Africa and Brazil. By 
altering the parameters in the same three processes of section 
II for fast cycle competition in the mass electronic consumer 
markets, the dynamics of EBIT estimation is expect to be 
more volatile as product pricing process becomes more acute 
towards redefining efficient and effective cost measures. 

 

VI. SUMMARIZING INTO NEXT ADVANCE RESEARCH 
Eyx offers a simple way at looking at the magnitude of 

change in various scenarios mentioned because it 
demonstrates combinatorial effects of both BE and EE points 

while factoring risk premium onto the efficient frontier. Eyx 
being the measurement of elasticity provide the indication as 
to where and when risks premium are to be diversified. The 
three scenarios offer to explain a close relationship between 
fundamental and technical analysis essentially stating when 
fundamental rationality is exhausted, the law of nature by 
Fibonacci sequence and golden ratio offer irrational logic 
beyond human understanding. 

TABLEVI :CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY OF X1 AND X2

x1 x2 

entrance exit 

break-even point 
economics equilibrium 

point 

WACC centric ROE optimum centric 

empirical  predictive 

support  resistance 

stagnant point seeking tangent 

risk taking risk diversifying 

zero return optimum returns 

While Eyx  provides a guide as to what can be the limited 
working capital investment to reap a hypothetical EBIT 
understand constraints of RROE,  WACC and working hand 
in hand with mentioned technical analysis rules offer merits 
into knowing when to take and exit risks from the two 
extremes in Table 6. On the international scenario, trade 
settlement in choice currency through hedging and timely 
swaps can decide to use benchmark its real value against gold. 
Whether one model undermines another for application 
suitability is subject to risk diversification behavior towards 
winning order and protecting net worth through many 
arbitrage possibilities. 
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